Autumn is in full swing here in South Africa as we welcome you to our 90th Edition of
“Big School Buzz”, with leaves changing colour rapidly and chilly weather making its
presence felt across the country. This edition of our newsletter is
packed with inspiring and insightful content to add value to
your life. Sit back, put your feet up and browse through each
valuable page at your leisure, soaking it all up, page by
informative page. From educational updates and parental
matters, to exciting new product launches, technological
breakthroughs, and more. Wishing you a blessed month ahead,
and do lend a helping hand to anyone less fortunate than yourself
along the way.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Engaging The Youth Of Today To Protect The Climate Of Tomorrow.
Eco-Schools is a global programme initiative engaging millions of school
children across 64 countries, making it the largest schools programme
in the world. The programme’s greatest achievement is arguably the
fact that it produces generation after generation of sustainably
minded, environmentally conscious people, ensuring young people have the power to be the
change for sustainability that our world needs by engaging youngsters in fun, action-orientated
and socially responsible learning. >>>
Drone Technology Can Inject Excitement Into Education. Let’s face
it, drones are really cool and having a drone in the classroom will
certainly pique the curiosity of students. A key element of teaching
with drones is the concept of incidental learning, unplanned learning
that occurs during instructional activities. Hand-eye co-ordination can
be improved by mastering stick movement with a training drone. Youngsters in higher grades get
to learn about Maths, Science and Physics with the aid of a drone. How so? Using drones helps
students learn about distance and time. They can learn all about graph creation and trigonometry
by observing the drone’s flight path. Assembling the machine can also be a learning experience in
itself. Showing the main functions of all the key components, the ESC, flight controller and
propellers will help students better grasp the intricate concepts of physics, mathematics
and aerodynamics. >>>
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The Art Of Sketchnoting Can Change A Student’s Life For Good. The
sketchnotes phenomenon, brainchild of graphic designer, Mike Rohde,
has rapidly spread beyond the realm of the design world. Sketchnotes
create a visual map of key content and engage your whole mind, whilst
tapping into your own personal visual language and graphic vocabulary.
Notes that incorporate pictures and words equally, make it fun to
learn. A truly brilliant and effective method of note taking whether you’re a student, teacher,
or businessperson. >>>
Being Money Wise And Financially Literate Is A Must. Given how
important financial matters are to navigating life, it’s quite surprising
that so few schools are teaching the basic fundamentals of successful
money management and wealth creation. Children as young as three
years old can grasp financial concepts like saving and spending, if just
shown the ropes. Financial literacy and being money wise is an important life skill indeed – let’s
give our kids a head start now and set them on the road to financial prosperity. >>>
A Healthy Breakfast Paves The Way To A Fine Day. Make breakfast a
‘family meal’ whenever you can – shared meals provide valuable
opportunities for family members to reconnect amidst the general
household chaos, first thing in the morning. Let your kids see you
making time to enjoy breakfast every day. Even if you just wash down
some whole-wheat toast and a banana with a glass of fresh fruit juice, you’re showing your kids
how important it is to face the new day by refuelling your brain and body with a healthy morning
meal, and good lunch box nutrition to follow. >>>
Fashion Maestro Chose Faber-Castell For His Limited Edition Karlbox.
Karl Lagerfeld designed the elegant black Karlbox in 2016, containing
350 premium grade Faber-Castell art tools for drawing and painting. Its
beechwood exterior resembles a Chinese wedding cabinet, with the art
supplies stored neatly inside precision-crafted removable drawers,
echoing the unique style and innovative spirit of the fashion maestro himself. The Karlbox
“Colours in Black” collection represents the symbiosis of the fashion, art and design worlds in a
chic limited edition of 2,500 pieces, worldwide. A fitting tribute to a man who set the world
alight in couture history. >>>

Big School Buzz Fast Fact Corner:


BCF turns schools into wonderful centres of academic excellence. >>>



Changing lives through learning is Educ8 SA’S mission in life. >>>



Art Assist For Teachers is a brand new concept for teaching art. >>>



Overcoming parental guilt and hopelessness with Nikki Bush. >>>



Finding suppliers in the education sector has never been so easy. >>>

